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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a secure incentive scheme
to achieve fair and reliable cooperative (SIRC) downloading
in highway vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). SIRC can
stimulate vehicle users to help download-and-forward packets for each other and consists of cooperative downloading
and forwarding phase. During the cooperative downloading
phase, SIRC utilizes “virtual checks” associated with the designated verifier signature to ensure fair and secure cooperation.
Meanwhile, to minimize the payment risk of the client vehicle,
partial prepayment strategy is adopted, i.e., the vehicles involved
in downloading packets can only obtain part of the check before
the client vehicle confirms the packet reception. During the
cooperative forwarding phase, a profit-sharing model associated
with an aggregating Camenisch–Lysyanskaya (CL) signature can
stimulate cooperation and reduce the authentication overhead.
In addition, we develop a reputation system to encourage
cooperation and punish malicious vehicles. The aggregating
CL signature and the symmetric cryptosystem are applied to
resist various attacks, including injection/removing attack, free
riding attack, submission refusal attack, and denial of service
attacks. Extensive simulation results are given to show that
the proposed SIRC can achieve a high download success rate
and low average download delay with moderate cryptographic
computation and communication overhead.
Index Terms— VANET, incentive,
downloading, drive-thru Internet.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

V

EHICULAR Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) integrate
telecommunication and informatics technologies into
the transportation system, which features information gathering, processing, computing and transmission, and enables
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the evolution to next generation intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs) [1]–[4]. In ITSs, a variety of emerging
multimedia applications, e.g., video streaming, social networking, etc., can be delivered to passengers via VANETs to
make their trips more convenient and enjoyable, especially
during a long highway journey. VANETs currently support
the interactions of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-road
infrastructure (V2R), and vehicle-to-Internet (V2I). For V2I,
cellular and WiFi are two promising candidates. Vehicles
can communicate with the cellular network or Roadside
Units (RSUs) for the Internet access [5]. Although the cellular
network is the most common method for vehicular Internet
access due to its ubiquitous coverage, it is prohibitively costly
for downloading bulk data, such as video clips, movie tailors.
Moreover, cellular networks are currently facing severe traffic
overload problems caused by excessive mobile data demands.
Offloading a portion of the cellular traffic through other
types of networks is a promising solution [6]. Particularly,
in VANETs, vehicles can download data from RSUs with
high bandwidth and low cost instead of directly from the
cellular network. The Internet access provided by RSUs to
passing-by vehicles is referred to as the drive-thru Internet [7],
which has recently drawn overwhelming attention from both
academia and the automobile industry. In spite of the high
data rate, drive-thru Internet suffers the short and intermittent
connections due to the high mobility of vehicles. For example,
a general drive-thru connection at the speed of 80 km/h lasts
about 20 s, which in turn can transfer only 9 MB data [8].
In addition, due to the limited number of RSUs deployed in the
sparse highway, it is difficult to provide ubiquitous access all
the time. Therefore, the cooperative downloading in highway
VANETs, i.e., each vehicle helps download part of a file for
a target vehicle, is necessary [9]–[11], especially when large
files are requested.
To reliably, fairly and securely achieve the cooperative
downloading, several research issues should be addressed.
Firstly, due to the intermittent connections in VANETs, the
cooperative downloading delay is high. Since vehicles may
exit the highway, it is crucial to deliver the complete file
(especially the large ones) in a timely manner. In addition,
vehicle users may not be willing to spend their limited
resources, such as battery energy, computing capability and
available network bandwidth, to help others download and
relay packets without compensation. Even though some vehicle users are motivated by interests, they may also behave
selfishly and maliciously. For instance, they probably deny or
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refuse to help download and relay packets although they have
obtained the credits provided by the target vehicle. In addition,
some malicious vehicle users may intentionally modify or
drop packets in a hardly detected way. On the other hand,
the vehicles involved in helping download and forward the
packets may not obtain the deserved credits when they honestly accomplish tasks. Therefore, a secure and fair incentive
scheme for cooperatively packet downloading-and-forwarding
is desirable, which can also satisfy the requirements of the
delay and data rate.
In this paper, we propose a secure incentive scheme for
reliable cooperative downloading in highway VANETs, named
SIRC, to stimulate vehicle users to help others securely
download-and-forward packets. Specifically, SIRC can be
divided into two phases: cooperative downloading and cooperative forwarding phase. During the cooperative downloading
phase, a client vehicle requests file downloading with a virtual
check [12], which is distributed to other vehicles. Motivated
by virtual checks, some of vehicles, named proxy vehicles,
are willing to help the client vehicle. When a proxy vehicle
honestly downloads the packet, it obtains the digital signature
of the virtual check as a proof of the successful downloading
of the packet. With this digital signature, the proxy vehicle
can only obtain part of the check. When the client vehicle receives the whole packet, it signs the check such that
the proxy vehicle can obtain all credits. During the cooperative forwarding phase, a profit-sharing model associated
with aggregating Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature can
resist various attacks and reduce the authentication overhead.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are three
fold.
• Firstly, a novel incentive mechanism is proposed to
stimulate the packet downloading, which utilizes “virtual
checks” associated with the designated verifier signature
to ensure fair and secure cooperation and eliminate the
demands of accurate knowledge about how many credits
to pay. Particularly, to minimize the payment risk of the
client vehicle, we design a partial prepayment strategy,
i.e., the vehicles involved in downloading packets can
only obtain part of the check before the client vehicle
confirms the packet reception.
• Secondly, a reputation system is developed to encourage
cooperation and punish the malicious vehicles. With the
reputation system, the enhanced SIRC is proposed to
stimulate the packet forwarding and achieve reliability.
Specifically, a downloaded packet can be forwarded
through multiple copies. Meanwhile, to ensure fairness,
only the first one of these copies arrives at the client vehicle, and the corresponding vehicles involved in forwarding the packet can obtain credit from the proxy vehicles.
For other vehicles forwarding the packets successfully,
they still can obtain the reputation values.
• Thirdly, we utilize the aggregating CL-signature to guarantee the security of the proposed incentive mechanism.
Security analysis show that the SIRC can resist various
attacks, including injection/removing attack, free riding
attack, submission refusal attack. In addition, SIRC can
be equipped with the single pruning search (SPS) or
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paired single pruning search (PSPS) method to detect and
weaken denial of service (DoS) attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We first review the related work in Section II. In Section III,
we formalize the network model, define the security requirement, and identify the design goals. In Section IV, we present
our SIRC in detail, followed by its security analysis and
performance evaluation in Sections V and VI, respectively.
Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Incentive schemes for cooperation are extensively studied
in multihop cellular network (MCNs) [13], delay tolerant
networks (DTNs) [14].
textcolorblueMahmoud and Shen [15] propose a fair, efficient, and secure cooperation incentive mechanism, FESCIM, to stimulate the node cooperation. In scheme [16],
Mahmoud et al. propose a secure payment scheme RACE
using the concept of Evidence to secure the payment and
requires applying cryptographic operations in clearing the
payment only in case of cheating. However, they assume that
the clocks of the nodes are synchronized, and their protocol is
used with source routing protocol, which establishes end-toend routes before transmitting data. These assumptions are not
suitable for the dynamic networks. Zhu et al. [17] propose an
incentive scheme, SMART, in a generalized multicopy dataforwarding architecture for DTN. Based on the profit-sharing
model, SMART introduces the layered coin to provide the
secure payment against a wide range of cheating actions.
By utilizing the layered coin architecture, Lu et al. [18]
further propose an incentive scheme Pi focusing on the fairness
issue in the the single-copy case. In their scheme, to achieve
fairness, the intermediate nodes can earn credits for forwarding
packets and gain reputation for forwarding the undelivered
packets.
To improve packet-delivery ratio, reduce data packet delay
and overhead, many protocols have been proposed to investigate efficient data delivery issues in vehicular intermittently
connected networks, such as [19]–[22]. However, these protocols do not consider whether intermediate nodes are willing
to cooperate, and the corresponding incentive and security
problems. Particularly, for cooperative download applications,
several routing metric has been proposed, including [23]–[26].
For the case that multiple vehicles are requesting the same
contents, Hao et al. [27] propose a secure cooperative data
downloading framework for paid services. In their framework,
the vehicles download data when they pass by an RSU and
then share the data after they travel out of the RSU’s coverage.
However, they do not consider the incentive mechanism since
all vehicles in their framework are self-interest-driven.
Most of existing secure incentive schemes only involve
the cooperative packets forwarding without the consideration
of cooperative downloading scenarios. Moreover, compared
with the existing application scenarios, e.g., vehicular DTNs
in the urban area, the cooperative downloading in highway
VANETs has some unique characteristics. For example, in
highway VANETs, the vehicles may exit the highway. If
other vehicles do not forward packets as quickly as possible,
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF SIRC W ITH S EVERAL E XISTING S CHEMES

Fig. 1.

Network Model.

the packets cannot be delivered to the client vehicle. Therefore, this paper aims to propose a secure incentive scheme
for reliable cooperative downloading in highway VANETs.
An overall comparison of SIRC with several existing schemes
is given in Table I.
III. M ODEL AND D ESIGN G OALS
In this section, we formalize the network model, define the
security requirements and identify the design goals.
A. Network Model
Our network model mainly consists of road side infrastructure (RSU), cellular base station (CBS), vehicles, mobile
operator center (MOC), trusted authority (TA), and trusted
content server (TCS), as shown in Fig. 1.
• An RSU, e.g., IEEE 802.11n AP, is connected to the
Internet backbone, which can provide the Internet services to
vehicles driving through the coverage of RSU.
• A CBS, e.g., LTE HeNB, is regulated by a mobile
operator, and can also provide wireless access service for
vehicles through 4G-LTE cellular network.
• MOC is regulated by the mobile operator, and can provide
authentication and security-related services.
• TA that is connected to RSUs can provide authentication
and security-related services. It is also a virtual bank, and
performs trusted fair credit clearance for assistance vehicles.

• TCS is a trusted authority, which provides downloading
services to each authorized vehicle.
To guarantee connectivity, OBUs are installed on the running vehicles, which can communicate with each other over
wireless channel [28], [29] for transmitting data, and with
RSUs for accessing the Internet. In addition, the built-in cellular module [30] can be utilized to connect the vehicles to the
Internet through the CBS. Meanwhile, device to device (D2D)
technique can be adopted to achieve reliability of packet
forwarding [31].
In the network model, the vehicles can be divided into three
categories: client vehicle, proxy vehicle and assistance vehicle.
The vehicles that want to download a file on the road can be
named as client vehicle. As a proxy vehicle, its main task
is to help the client vehicle download a packet on the road.
Those vehicles that help the client vehicle forward a packet on
the road can be considered as assistance vehicle. Obviously,
all vehicles on the road can play different roles.
B. Security Requirements
To guarantee security of SIRC, the corresponding security
techniques should be applied. In our security model, all the
proxy and assistance vehicles are selfish and curious. Besides,
there exists an adversary A residing in the network, it can
eavesdrop, modify or replay the authentication messages. The
adversary A could launch some active attacks to frustrate the
procedures of authentication. Therefore, the following security
services should be provided:
• Authentication: To resist adversary A and ensure the
packet integrity, the forwarded packets should be authenticated
hop by hop.
• Privacy Preservation: To preserve content privacy, the
downloaded packets for client vehicle must be encrypted and
cannot be transmitted in plain text. To preserve transaction
privacy, a transaction (i.e., a payment of the client vehicle for
the proxy vehicle) cannot be verified except for the TA.
In addition, there are several attacks existing in the
cooperative packet forwarding, which have been studied
by [17] and [18], e.g., layer injection attack, free riding attack,
layer removing attack and submission refusal attack. The
proposed SIRC scheme must resist or alleviate these similar
attacks. Furthermore, the following attacks should also be
considered:
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• Black/Gray Hole Attack: The adversary A may accept
the forwarding task, and actually drop packets later, which is
called black hole attack [32]. It obviously is one kind of DoS
attacks and can largely degrade the performance of the whole
networks. Grey hole attack is a variant of black hole attack,
where the adversary A selectively forwards some packets but
not all packets.
• Denial of Service Attack: We consider two types of DoS
attacks. One is caused by black/gray hole attack, which results
in maliciously dropping packets; the other one is caused by
invalid signatures in batched signatures, which makes the batch
verification fail.
C. Design Goals
This paper focuses on investigating the security and incentive issues and thus its main objective is that all the packets
can be reliably transmitted to the client vehicle by using the
proposed incentive mechanism without violating the interests
of legitimate vehicles. Therefore, similar to previous schemes,
e.g., [17], [18], we just consider the process of downloading
one file. That is, there is only one client vehicle in the network.
Meanwhile, proxy vehicles and assistance vehicles need to
strictly carry out their respective tasks despite they can play
different roles in other downloading processes.
The proposed SIRC should achieve the following four goals.
1) Security. Security is the primary objective in this paper.
Without security guarantee, the whole incentive mechanism
cannot work properly, resulting in fairness undermining and
reliability reduction. Therefore, SIRC should provide authentication and privacy preservation, and resist a wide range
of attacks, e.g., injection/removing attack, free riding attack,
submission refusal attack, denial of service (DoS) attacks.
2) Reliability. Reliability is another important objective
in this paper. To achieve reliable cooperative downloading,
as many as possible downloaded packets should be delivered
to the client vehicle. Only when receiving enough downloaded
packets, the client vehicle can recover the file content successfully to achieve reliable downloading.
3) Fairness. On one hand, the vehicles involved in helping
download-and-forward the packets should obtain the deserved
credits when they honestly accomplish tasks without any repudiation. On the other hand, the selfish or malicious vehicles
cannot take some cheating actions and cause economic losses
to other honest vehicles.
4) Efficiency. SIRC should efficiently work without introducing unnecessary cryptographic communication and computation overhead. In addition, SIRC must achieve the high
download success rate and low average download delay.
IV. T HE P ROPOSED SIRC S CHEME
In this section, we present the proposed SIRC. The definition of notations in the scheme is presented in Table II.
A. Overview
A client vehicle equipping with an OBU or a built-in cellular
module is willing to download a file from the Internet.1
1 To offload the cellular traffic, the vehicles can download the large file from
the RSUs, and exchange other data with the cellular networks.
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TABLE II
D EFINITION OF N OTATIONS IN THE S CHEME

Firstly, the client vehicle accesses the TCS by connecting
to the CBS, browses and selects the contents stored in the
TCS. Secondly, it sends the downloading request to the TCS.
If the volume of the file exceeds maximum downloading file
size per drive-thru by the vehicle, the TCS divides the file
into N chunks based on the evaluated download throughput
of individual vehicle, and informs the client vehicle that
a cooptative downloading is needed. Afterwards, the client
vehicle loads a virtual check in the downloading request
message, and distributes these virtual checks to the vehicles
driving at the same direction. Then, the client vehicle waits
and selects a number of the responded vehicles as proxy
vehicles. Note that, to complete downloading, the number of
selected proxy vehicles should be more than N. Both the
client vehicle and proxy vehicles form a temporary group.
Thirdly, when these vehicles move within the coverage of an
RSU, they can download the non-overlapping parts of the file
from the Internet through the RSU, respectively. Finally, the
client vehicle collects all fragments of the file from the group
members when they are outside the RSU’s coverage.
The SIRC consists mainly of three phases: proxy vehicle
selection phase (Fig. 2 (a)), cooperative downloading phase
(Fig. 2 (b)), and cooperative forwarding phase (Fig. 2 (c)).
In the first two phases, the client vehicle selects the group
members from the neighboring vehicles, and allocates the
download tasks to them based on their locations and mobility
features [11]. The number of group members thus depends on
the target data volume to download and mobility of vehicles. In
the third phase, the downloaded packets for the client vehicle
need to be forwarded by assistance vehicles.
B. Fairness Model
To motivate vehicle users to download the file through the
RSU, the mobile operator applies some incentives to ensure
vehicle users to obtain reasonable profit P [6]. To further
stimulate the proxy vehicles and assistance vehicles to help
download and forward packets, the following hybrid incentive
mechanism are adopted.
1) Cooperative Downland Phase: To stimulate the proxy
vehicles to help download packets, SIRC utilizes “virtual
checks” to eliminate the demands of accurate knowledge about
how many credits the client vehicle should pay for proxy vehicles. The client vehicle just needs to load a virtual check (VC)
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weigh the credits it has obtained and the the price it should
pay, which would reduce Ppv .
2) Reputation System: There exists a situation, i.e., even
α is small, the proxy vehicle still might download but not
deliver the packet, and there would be the likelihood of a
loss for the client vehicle. Therefore, a reputation system
needs to be established to punish the selfish proxy vehicles.
Apart from the situation mentioned above, we mainly consider
two cases that the packet cannot be delivered to the client
vehicle: 1) the normal packet loss; 2) the malicious packet
dropping by the assistance vehicles. To guarantee fairness,
we design a reputation system: If the client vehicle finally
do not receive the packet, it reports to the TCS and give
a bad review to the proxy vehicle. The TCS calculates the
reputation rating according to the bad reviews. Upon the bad
reviews accumulate at a certain level, the reputation rating of
a vehicle will be reduced and till it is added to the blacklist.
If the vehicle in the blacklist, it will not be provided any
services until it restores the higher reputation rating.
A threshold value T H R is set, and when the bad reviews
of a vehicle exceed T H R in one day, the reputation value
is calculated once; otherwise, remaining the reputation value
unchanged. Let R E Pt− be the vehicle’s reputation value at
time T , and the reputation value R E Pt− at time T is
R E Pt − = e−λT · R E Pt −1 − − Num bv ,

Fig. 2. A cooperative packet downloading and delivery scenario for vehicles. (a) Proxy vehicle selection phase. (b) Cooperative downloading phase.
(c) Cooperative forwarding phase.

in the downloading request message, and distributes these
virtual checks to the vehicles around it. When a vehicle
accepts the request, it becomes a proxy vehicle. Meanwhile,
to reduce the payment risk of the client vehicle, we use
“partial prepayment” strategy for proxy vehicles. When the
proxy vehicle honestly downloads the packet from the TCS,
the TCS digitally signs the VC. If the VC is only signed by
the TCS, the proxy vehicle only obtains part of the check,
e.g., 50%. We define this ratio as α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. When
the client vehicle receives the packet, it also signs the VC.
Only when both the TCS and the client vehicle have signed
the VC, the proxy vehicle can obtain all credits. Obviously,
α would influence the cooperation probability of proxy vehicles (Ppv ). When α varies from 0 to 0.5, the proxy vehicle
prefers to cooperate for obtaining the remaining credits, thus
Ppv increases; but when α exceeds 0.5, the proxy vehicle may

(1)

where T is the time interval between t-1 and t, λ (λ > 1)
is the rate at which the reputation value would decrease, and
Num bv is the number of the bad reviews in a day.
3) Cooperative Forwarding Phase: To stimulate assistance
vehicles to help forward packets, we propose a profit-sharing
model, in which the assistance vehicles involved in a successful packet delivery would be paid with a dividend of the total
credit provided by the proxy vehicle. We assume that the total
number of assistance vehicles along the successful delivery
paths is M, and the proxy vehicle is going to reward these M
assistance vehicles with R2 credits. Therefore, each assistance
vehicle receives R/M credits. Note that, the presence of
selfish vehicles would be against the goal of cooperatively
delivering a packet from the proxy vehicle to client vehicle.
According to [18], the cooperation probability of a selfish
vehicle can be
Pc = β Ps + 1 − β,

(2)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is the selfish factor, Ps < 1 is the
cooperation probability under selfish condition, the smaller the
selfish factor β is, the better the cooperation can be completed.
C. Secure Incentive
In this section, to clearly illustrate the scheme, we first
consider a single-copy packet forwarding case, i.e., for each
packet, only one copy is initially spread by the proxy vehicle.
Then this copy is relayed from one assistance vehicle to
another until its reaching the client vehicle. Four phases
should be performed: system initialization, cooperative file
2 Obviously, the following relations should hold: P > VC > R.
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Fig. 3.
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Selection of the downloading mode.

downloading, cooperative packet forwarding, and rewarding
and content recovering.
1) System Initialization: The following works should be
completed:
• Firstly, all vehicles who want to download the contents
from the TCS must register with the TCS and be authorized
by the TCS, then the TCS shares a symmetric key K T −Vi with
the authorized vehicles.
• Before joining the VANETs, each vehicle should register
itself to the TA and obtain its vehicular credit account (VCA).
Later, when a vehicle has an available fast connection to
the TA, it can report to the TA for credit clearance. The
following parameters are initially shared between each vehicle
and the TA [33]: (q, g, H1), where q is a prime factor of p-1,
g ∈ Z∗p is a generator of order q. Both vehicles and the TA
choose their secret keys x i ∈ Zq and publish the corresponding
public keys yi = g xi mod p.
• Given the security parameters κ, each vehicle first generates ( p, g, G, GT , e) by running Gen(κ), and then chooses
a random element R∈G. The vehicle publishes the system
parameters as
S P = ( p, g, G, GT , e, R)

(3)

Taking the public parameters S P as input, the vehicle
selects a random exponent α∈Z ∗p , and calculates P K = g α as
its public key, and keeps the private key α secretly [34].
2) Cooperative File Downloading: When the client vehicle (Vc ) is traveling on the road, and the users are willing
to download a file from the Internet, Vc sends downloading
request to the TCS through the CBS.3 As shown in Fig. 3,
upon the TCS receives the downloading request, it performs
the corresponding process to choose the way to download the
file. When Vc is willing to download the file by using the
RSU, the TCS checks the volume of the file. If the volume
3 The V has been authenticated by the cellular network, and a secure channel
c
between Vc and the cellular network has been established.

of the file exceeds file size that can be downloaded per drivethru by the vehicle, the TCS divides the file into N chunks
based on the evaluated download throughput of individual
vehicle, and informs Vc that a cooperative downloading is
needed. After that, Vc selects a number of responded vehicles
driving at the same direction as proxy vehicles (V p s), and
allocates the download tasks to them based on their locations
and mobility features. Consequently, these vehicles form a
group provisionally, and all vehicles in the group download
the non-overlapping parts of the file from the Internet when
they drive within the coverage of the RSU. Concretely, the
whole process should occur in two steps:
• Step-1: Downloading task allocation and authorization.
- Vc broadcasts the download assistance request messages
to those vehicles driving at the same direction, and waits
for the responses from them;
- Vc selects N+i 4 vehicles from responsive vehicles as its
group members, i.e., proxy vehicle (V p ). To stimulate
these V p s to help Vc download the file, Vc generates a
virtual check VC;
- To protect personal file privacy, Vc encrypts the name
of downloading task (NDT) by using the symmetric key
K T −Vc as E N = E K T −Vc (N DT )
- Vc generates the message authentication code M AC Vc
= f K T −Vc (VC||E N||I DVc ||I DV p ||T SVc ).
After that, Vc sends the message (I DVc ||M AC Vc ||E N||
T SVc ||VC) to each V p .
• Step-2: File downloading.
The file can be divided into N fragments, denoted as
f r agi , i ∈ (1, 2..., N), which can be downloaded by N
vehicles. When the vehicles in the group move into the RSU’s
coverage successively, each vehicle runs the Algorithm 1.
After that, the following procedures are performed:
- The TCS first sends (I DT C S ||Ci ||M AC T −V pi ||T ST C S ) to
the ith proxy vehicle (V pi ).
- By using K T −V pi , V pi computes


M AC T −V p = f K T −V p (Ci ||I DT C S ||I DV pi ||T ST C S ),
i

i

(4)



and verifies if M AC T −V p equals M AC T −V pi . If the
i
verification is successful, V pi sends back acknowledgement (ACK) to the TCS.
- Once receiving ACK, the TCS sends σT C S to V pi . The
latter keeps σT C S and VC for future use.
3) Cooperative Packet Forwarding: When all encrypted
fragments of the file are downloaded by vehicles in
the group, and all vehicles drive away from the RSU.
The proxy vehicles in the group start to deliver N-1
encrypted fragments (C1 , C2 , . . . C N−1 ) to the client
vehicle. Without loss of generality, we provide the detailed
procedures of packet forwarding performed by proxy
vehicle V p1 . As shown in Fig. 4, firstly, V p1 generates
M0 = H (C1 ||σT C S ||I DV p1 ||T SV pi ) and signs M0 by
4 The selection of i is flexible because of the introduce of VC. The V
c
can choose a reasonable i based on the evaluated download throughput of
individual vehicle. The greater i is, the higher the download success is,
accordingly, the communication overhead becomes larger.
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Algorithm 1: The Fragment of the File Downloading
Data: When moving into the RSU’s coverage, each
proxy vehicle V pi sends downloading request
containing its ID and
(I DVc ||M AC Vc ||E N||T SVc ||VC) to the TCS. The
TCS verifies the validity of M AC Vc and decrypts
the E N by using K T −Vc , and retrieves the file that
has been preprocessed according to the NDT.
1 begin
2
if client vehicle then
3
TCS chooses one fragment of the file, e.g., f r ag j ,
encrypts f r ag j using K T −Vc , i.e.,
C j = E K T −Vc ( f r ag j ), and sends C j to the client
vehicle directly
4
else
5
if i < N then
6
for each V pi do
7
TCS encrypts f r agi using K T −Vc , i.e.,
Ci = E K T −Vc ( f r agi );
8
TCS generates the message authentication
code M AC T −V pi =
9
f K T −V p (Ci ||I DT C S ||I DV pi ||T ST C S ), where
i
T ST C S is the current timestamp. Upon Ci
has been downloaded, TCS makes use of a
standard signature technique to signs the VC
as follows: σT C S =
Si gT C S (H (V C)||I DT C S ||I DV pi ||T ST C S )
10
end
11
else
12
Stop downloading and send downloading
completed message
13
end
14
end
15 end

Fig. 4.

The format of the V p1 .

executing the Algorithm 2. Furthermore, V p1 having
C1 generates the packet as: PV p1 = (I DV p1 ||I DVc ||
I DT C S ||T SV pi ||T ST C S ||T T L||σT C S ||R||......||C1||M0 ||
P K 1 ||AS).
Where TS refers to the packet creation timestamp by each
entity, TTL represents the time-to-live that signifies the lifetime
of the packet, R is the rewarding provided by V p1 , and
AS stands for the result of the aggregate signature.
Then, V p1 carrying PV p1 keeps driving on the road till it
meets the next vehicle. If that vehicle is Vc , V p1 sends PV p1
to Vc directly; otherwise, the packet needs to be forwarded
by the assistance vehicles, and thus the corresponding routing
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Algorithm 2: Generation of the AS








input : an aggregate-so-far AS = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ) on

message M = (M0 , M1 , M2 , . . . , Mi−1 ) under

public keys PK = P K i−1 , P K i−2 , ...P K 1 , the
ith assistance vehicle’s private key αi and public
keys P K i
output: AS or H alt
1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10

for the ith assistance vehicle, Vai , with its private key αi
do

invoke Algorithm 3 to check AS
for i ← 2 to N-1 do
if the public key P K i of αi does already exist in


PK && AS is valid then
generate message
Mi = H (C1||σT C S ||I DVai ||T Sai ), and then
select a random exponent γi ∈ Z∗p , and compute
the aggregate signature as AS = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ),
where
⎧
 γ
⎪
⎨σ1 = (σ1 ) i

σ2 = (σ2 )γi
⎪



⎩
σ3 = (σ3 · (σ1 )αi · (σ2 )α Mi )γi
return AS
else
Halt
end
end
end

algorithm should be applied. In other words, SIRC can work
with most of the existing routing algorithms [23], [35]. The
following steps should be performed:
• Step-1. As shown in Fig. 2, the packet is transmitted from
the vehicle in the right-hand side to the vehicle in the lefthand side. At the beginning, PV p1 is transmitted from the
proxy vehicle to the first assistance vehicle Va1.
• Step-2. Then, for two assistance vehicles (designate the
left-hand side one as Vai , and the right-hand side one
as Vai−1 ), when Vai receives the packet packeti−1 sent
from Vai−1 , it first checks the R and decides if it is willing
to help to forward this packet.
• Step-3. Once Vai accepts this request, it verifies
the validity of packeti−1 by invoking the Algorithm
3. If the verification passes, Vai generates Mi =
H (C1||σT C S ||I DVai ||T SVai ), and adds its own authentication information (I DVai ||T Sai ||Mi ||P K i ) to the corresponding area in PV p1 (as shown in Fig. 3). Vai also
computes new AS by executing Algorithm 2 to update

the previous AS . Then, Vai sends the updated packet
packeti to the next vehicle Vai+1 .
4) Rewarding and Content Recovering: Upon receiving
final packet sent from Va N−1 , the client vehicle Vc first verifies
the validity of AS by invoking the Algorithm 3. Then, Vc verifies the validity of σT C S . If the verification passes, Vc confirms that V p1 has downloaded the corresponding fragment
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Algorithm 3: Verification of the AS
input : AS and all i-1 assistance vehicle’s
PK = (P K i−1 , P K i−2 , ...Pub1 ) before Vai
output: 0, 1 or H alt
1
2
3

for the ith vehicle do
if any public key does not appear twice in PK then
verify that
⎧
?
⎪
⎨e(σ1 , R) = e(σ2 , g)
i−1
i−1


?
M
⎪
P K j ) · (σ2 ,
PKj j)
⎩e(σ3 , g) = e(σ1 ,
j =1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

j =1

if this equation holds then
return 1
else
return 0
end
else
return Halt
end
end

of σT C S . If it is fresh and valid, the TA continues;
otherwise terminates the operation.
- Step-2. Knowing that σVc is originated from Vc , the TA
verifies the validity of σVc by checking
?

H1(MVc ||(g s yVr c )t x T A mod p) = r.

(6)

Only when both σT C S and σVc are verified successfully, the
proxy vehicle V p1 can obtain all credits.
Meanwhile, the client vehicle performs the following steps
to recover the file content:
• Step-1. When Vc obtains all encrypted fragments
C N−1 ...||C1 from the packets sent from Va N−1 ,…,Va1 ,
and then combine its own encrypted fragment with
C N−1 ||C N−1 ...||C1 , i.e., C N ||C N−1 ...||C2 ||C1 .
• Step-2. Vc decrypts C N ||C N−1 ...||C2 ||C1 successively by
using K T −Vc shared between the Vc and the TCS.
• Step-3. After decryption, the format of the file fragments is f r ag N || f r ag N−1 ...|| f r ag2 || f r ag1 , Vc combines these file fragments and recovers file content.
D. Enhanced SIRC for Reliable Packet Delivery

of the file from the TCS; otherwise it can refuse to bill the
VC for V p1 .
After that, Vc generates M N =H (C1||σT C S ||I DVc ||T SVc ),
AS
and
packet N
by executing Algorithm 2.
Meanwhile, it signs a special signature on MVc =
(I DVc ||I DV p1 ||I DT A ||H (VC)||T SVc ) as follows: Vc selects
two random numbers k ∈ Z q and t ∈ Z∗q , and computes
⎧
k
⎪
⎨c = yT A mod p,
(5)
r = H1 (MVc ||c),
⎪
⎩
−1
s = kt − r x Vc mod q.
σVc = (r, s, t) is then the signature of MVc .
When finishing the works above, Vc sends ( packet N ,
MVc , σVc ) back to the last assistance vehicle Va N−1 . After
verifying the validity of packet N , Va N−1 can submit ( packet N ,
MVc , σVc ) to the TA for clearance in the future.
When the last assistance vehicle Va N−1 has available fast
connection to the TA, Va N−1 reports ( packet N , MVc , σVc )
to the TA, and then the TA performs the clearance as the
following steps:
• For the assistance vehicle,
- Step-1. The TA checks the freshness and the validity
of packet N . If it is fresh and valid, the TA continues;
otherwise terminates the operation.
- Step-2. According to the incentive policy in R, the TA
stores the merited credits in each assistance vehicle’s
VCA, and withdraws the corresponding credit values
from the proxy vehicles’ VCAs.
When other assistance vehicles connect to the TA, they can
obtain their credits from their own VCAs.
• When the proxy vehicle V p1 connects to the TA,
- Step-1. V p1 submits its own σT C S and VC to the TA,
and then the TA checks the freshness and the validity

To enhance the reliability of packet delivery, we further
propose an enhanced SIRC, which can make packet delivery more reliable by adopting the multi-path forwarding,
i.e., sending the multiple copies of one packet by different
paths to enhance reliability of the packet delivery.
A reputation-based incentive mechanism is introduced,
which can further stimulate those vehicles to help forward
packets. Due to adopting multi-path forwarding, one downloaded packet can be forwarding through multiple copies. For
assistance vehicles, only the first one of these copies arrives at
the client vehicle, the relevant assistance vehicles can obtain
the credit from proxy vehicles. Therefore, each vehicle does
their utmost to forward the packet as soon as possible. On the
other hand, for the other assistance vehicles forwarding the
packets successfully, their contributions cannot be ignored, and
they can still obtain good reputation values from the mobile
operator.
1) Additional Incentive Strategy: To reward those assistance
vehicles forwarding successfully but not the first ones, we
propose a reputation-based incentive mechanism:
• There exists an MOC in the mobile operator network,
and the MOC performs trusted reputation clearance on behalf
of the mobile operator for assistance vehicles. Before joining
the VANET, each vehicle should register itself to the MOC
and obtain its vehicular reputation account (VRA) in the
initialization phase.
• The VRA records dynamic reputation value of the corresponding vehicle as follows: let R E Pt+ be the assistance
vehicle’s reputation value at time T , and the reputation value
R E Pt+ at time T is
R E Pt + = e−λT · R E Pt −1 + + Num gv ,

(7)

where T is the time interval between t-1 and t, λ (λ > 1)
is the rate at which the reputation value would decrease, and
Num gv is the number of the good reviews in a day.
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• An assistance vehicle Vai helps forward a copy of the
i th packet for the client vehicle, but the copy is not the first
one arriving at the client vehicle. Even so, V pi consumes a
certain amount of energy (e.g., gas or electricity), denoted
as Engi . Therefore, it can obtain the corresponding reward
(R E P · Engi ), where R E P is a fixed unit reputation value
provided by the mobile operator for offloading its traffic.
2) Achieving Reliable Packet Delivery Through Multi-Path
Forwarding: When a proxy vehicle, without loss of generality,
specified as V p1 , is going to deliver V p1 , it just needs to add
the R E P to PV p1 . When the relevant assistance vehicles finish
the packet delivery, based on the R E P, the incentive policy,
and the amount of energy (Eng1, Eng2 , . . . , Engi ...) recorded
in each assistance vehicle’s authentication information, the
MOC stores the merited reputation values provided by the
mobile operator in each assistance vehicle’s VRA. If the copy
of one packet is not the first to arrive at the client vehicle,
each assistance vehicle which helped forwarding can obtain
the reputation value from the MOC according to the reputation
value calculation method.
V. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the security properties of the
proposed SIRC scheme.
A. Authentication
In the SIRC, the authentication can be achieved as follows: 1) In the cooperative file downloading phase, the client
vehicle Vc generates M AC Vc to make its message VC and
E N not be modified illegally. Similarly, the TCS generates
M AC T −V pi to make its message Ci not be tampered illegally;
2) In the cooperative packet forwarding phase, SIRC utilizes
the sequence aggregate signature technique to achieve the
hop-by-hop authentication between all assistance vehicles;
3) In the rewarding and content recovering phase, the client
vehicle generate its own signature σVc by using the designated
verifier signature technique. Only when both σT C S generated
by the TCS and σVc are verified successfully, the proxy vehicle
can obtain all credits.
B. Privacy Preservation
The privacy preservation can be also preserved in the
following two aspects:
• To protect personal profiles privacy, the client vehicle Vc
encrypts the name of downloading task (NDT) by using the
symmetric key K T −Vc , and the TCS encrypts f r agi using
K T −Vc ;
• To preserve transaction privacy, a transaction
(i.e., a payment of the client vehicle for the proxy vehicle)
can only be verified by the TA. The designated verifier
signature technique can achieve this goal, in which nobody
else other than the TA can perform the verification of σVc ,
since the TA’s secret key is involved in the verification
equation. Hereafter, even if the TA reveals its secret key,
it cannot convince another party of the validity of σVc .
Thus this function can preserve transaction privacy of the Vc ,
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i.e., no one can ascertain if the client vehicle Vc has ultimately
completed the deal for downloading a file.
Theorem 1: Even though the TA gives its own secret key to
the third party, there is no reason that the third party accepts
its signature as a client vehicle’s signature.
Proof: The TA could simulate a transcript as follows: The


TA randomly selects s ∈ Zq and r ∈ Z∗q and computes
⎧

⎪
c = g s yVc mod p,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨r = H1(MVc ||c),

(8)
l = r r −1 mod q,
⎪
⎪
⎪s = s  l −1 mod q,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
t = lx T−1A mod q.
Then c = (g s yVr c )t x T A mod p and H1 (MVc ||c) = r , since
(g s yVr c )t x T A mod p
= (g s yVr c )l mod p
= g sl yVrlc mod p




= g s yVr c mod p
=c

(9)

and H1(MVc ||c) = r by definition. Therefore, the TA is
capable to generate the same transcripts in an indistinguishable
way. Even though the TA gives its own secret key to the
third party, there is no reason that the third party accepts its
signature as a client vehicle’s signature.
C. Attack Resistance
We focus on the following attacks according to Section III.
• Injection/Removing Attack: Similar to the multilayer
credit-based incentive schemes [17], [18], the injection/
removing attack could be launched by some selfish vehicles.
Because in the packet forwarding phase of the SIRC, a profitsharing model is provided, in which the assistance vehicles
involved in a successful packet delivery would be paid with
a dividend of the total credit. In this case, the selfish vehicle
could add or remove some authentication information in the
corresponding area of the packet PV pi generated by the proxy
vehicle. The structure of PV pi determines its vulnerability.
Therefore, we utilize the sequence aggregate signature technique to achieve the hop-by-hop authentication between all
assistance vehicles, the secure PV pi can be built as Fig. 3. With
this technique, each following assistance vehicle can easily
detect the injection/removing attack by checking the AS.
• Free Riding Attack: The free riding attack can be conducted by two selfish vehicles that want to exchange packets
without paying their credits. Assume the assistance vehicle Vai

wants to send M to Vai+2 by piggybacking it with the

forwarded packeti , the free riding M cannot pass the verification since AS can provide integrity protection. Therefore,

by checking AS, Vai+1 can detect the free riding M and delete
it before forwarding it to Vai+2 .
• Submission Refusal Attack and Downloading but Not
Delivery: By adopting multi-path forwarding method, SIRC
can reduce the risk of the submission refusal attack, which
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has been investigated in [17]. In addition, we consider a
special case in the cooperative downloading, i.e., downloading but not delivery. As we mentioned in IV-B, to
stimulate the proxy vehicles to help downloading packets,
SIRC utilizes virtual checks and the pre-paid part of check
to lower the risk of the client vehicle. When the proxy
vehicle honestly downloads the corresponding packet from
the TCS, the TCS digitally signs the VC, i.e., σT C S =
Si gT C S (H (V C)||I DT C S ||I DV pi ||T ST C S ). If the VC is only
signed by the TCS, the proxy vehicle only obtains part of
the value of the check, e.g., 50%. Only when the client
vehicle receives the packet, it signs the VC and generate the
signature σVc . After that, the proxy vehicle can obtain all
credits. It is obvious that the smaller α is, the smaller the
risk of the client vehicle is but the lower the enthusiasm of
the proxy vehicle is, and vice versa. In addition, even α is
small, the proxy vehicle still might download but not deliver
the packet, and there would be the likelihood of a loss for
the client vehicle. Therefore, a reputation system has been
developed to punish the selfish proxy vehicles.
•Black/Gray Hole Attack: Due to the hop-by-hop authentication, the black (grey) attacks launched by the external
adversary can be efficiently resisted in the proposed SIRC
protocol. However, once the assistance vehicles controlled
by the adversary A launch the black (grey) attacks, because
they know the valid key materials, the black (grey) attacks
in this case are serious and hard to resist. We can adopt
a witness to resist this attack. The witness is required to
submit to the TA by each assistance vehicle. If the client
vehicle does not receive a packet, then with the chain tracking
policy [36], each next-hop assistance vehicle participating in
packet forwarding can be identified by the TA with the witness
provided by the assistance vehicle, where the destination
(e.g., the client vehicle’s unique ID) is used to assist the
current assistance vehicle to identify the involved next-hop
assistance vehicle among many next-hop assistance vehicles.
If the current assistance vehicle cannot provide any witness,
it becomes suspicious. If the time-to-live of a packet passes,
the packet can be dropped. However, this packet dropping
event is less than the event caused by the packet dropping
due to black (grey) hole attacks. Therefore, with Algorithm 4,
the assistance vehicles who launched the black (grey) hole
attacks can be identified.
• DoS Attack: We have analyzed black/gray hole attack, and
thus we focus investigating another DoS attack, i.e., invalid
signatures in aggregating CL-signature, which leads to failed
verification. Obviously, this is another kind of DoS attacks.
Fortunately, we can find efficient solutions from previous
works. Inspired by [37], we can utilize the single pruning
search (SPS) method or paired single pruning search (PSPS)
method to detect attackers, and weaken this attack.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the
proposed SIRC scheme in terms of cryptographic computation
and communication overhead. Then, we analyze the effect
of proposed incentive mechanism. In addition, we further

Algorithm 4: Detection of Black/Gray Hole Attack
Data: With the chain tracking, the TA can obtain each
assistance vehicle Vai ’s packet dropping number,
denoted as Ni .
Calculate the mean Ni of all assistance vehicles as
NVai

Ni = NV1
Ni , where NVai is the number of
ai

i=1

assistance vehicles.
Calculate the distance of each Ni to the mean Ni as
di = |Ni − Ni |
Define the thresholds Tb , Tg for black hole attack and
grey hole attack, respectively.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

for each assistance vehicle Vai do
if di > Tb then
Vai is considered as a black hole attacker.
else
if di > Tg then Vai is considered as a gray hole
attacker.
else Vai is considered as a normal assistance
vehicle.
end
end

demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the SIRC
in stimulating proxy and assistance vehicles with extensive
simulations.
A. Computation and Communication Overhead
We evaluate computation and communication overhead used
to provide security protection in the cooperative file downloading, cooperative packet forwarding, and rewarding and content
recovering phases.
1) Computation Overhead: The SIRC adopts a symmetric cryptosystem rather than using the public cryptosystem.
The reason is that: a) the symmetric cryptosystem requires
a smaller secret key length at the same level of security;
b), the encryption and decryption of the symmetric cryptosystem is much faster than that of the public cryptosystem.
Because the OBUs are resource-constrained, symmetric cryptosystem can reduce the computational consumption.
In the cooperative file downloading phase, to protect the
personal file privacy, two symmetric encryptions are used,
they are E N = E K T −Vc (N DT ) and Ci = E K T −Vc ( f r agi ),
respectively. To protect the integrity of the messages, two message authentication codes M AC Vc and M AC T −V pi are generated. All of MAC computation and symmetric encryptions
and decryptions can be considered negligible compared to
others, e.g., exponentiation and pairing operations. According
to [38], we evaluate the computation overhead on a 3.0 GHz
machine with 512 MB-memory, based on the PBC [39] and
MIRACL [40] libraries. The experimental results indicate
that a single exponentiation operation (Tex p ) in almost
costs 12.4 ms, and the corresponding pairing operation (T pair )
costs 20 ms.
In the cooperative packet forwarding phase, to achieve
hop-by-hop authentication and protect the integrity of PV pi ,
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TABLE III
S ETTING OF PARAMETERS

the sequence aggregate signature technique is adopted. The
aggregate signing algorithm requires one aggregate verification
and five exponentiations, and the aggregate verification algorithm requires five pairing operations and x exponentiations
where x is the number of vehicles that generate the AS during
the cooperative packet forwarding. Therefore, the aggregate
signing algorithm needs (5 + x)Tex p + 5T pair = 162 + 12.4x
ms, and the aggregate verification algorithm requires x Tex p +
5T pair = 100 + 12.4x ms. The total computation overhead is
262 + 24.8x ms.
In the rewarding and content recovering phase, the
aggregate signing algorithm has been performed once, and
the aggregate verification algorithm has been performed
three times. Besides, the designated verifier signature technique is adopted to preserve transaction privacy. We only
consider the number of modular exponentiations, which are
the most time-consuming operations. The generation algorithm
needs two exponentiations, and the verification algorithm
requires three exponentiations. Therefore, the aggregate signature algorithm costs 311.6 ms, and designated verifier signature algorithm requires 5Tex p = 62 ms. The total computation
overhead is 373.6 ms.
2) Communication Overhead: Table III is the setting of
parameters for evaluating performance.The symmetric encryption algorithm adopted in this paper is Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) with 192 key size.
In the cooperative file downloading phase, we first consider the communication of downloading task allocation and
authorization, where the client vehicle generates its message
I DVc ||M AC Vc ||E N||T SVc ||VC and deliver this message to
each proxy vehicle. Therefore, its size should be
S1 = 32 + 64 + |E N| + 80 = 208 + |E N| bi ts

(10)

During file downloading, when moving into the RSU’s coverage, each proxy vehicle sends the downloading request containing its I D and message I DVc ||M AC Vc ||E N||T SVc ||VC to
the TCS, the size of this message is
S2 = 2 × 32 + 64 + |E N| + |T S| + 80 = 240 + |E N| bi ts
(11)
Later, the TCS sends back I DT C S ||Ci ||M AC T −V pi ||T ST C S
and σT C S to the ith proxy vehicle, its size is
S3 = 32 + |Ci | + 64 + 32 + 160 = 256 + |Ci | bi ts

(12)

In the cooperative packet forwarding phase, the proxy vehicle first generates the packet PV p1 . Whereafter each assistance
vehicle adds its authentication information to the original
packet. Due to adopting the sequence aggregate signature
technique, the size of AS never changes, which can reduce
the communication overhead significantly. Assume there are
M vehicles during the cooperative packet forwarding, if the

Fig. 5.
phase.

Communication overhead during the cooperative packet forwarding

asymmetric bilinear groups using the 175-bit MNT curve with
embedding degree 6 to guarantee 80-bit security level, the size
of packet N is
S4 = 1328 + 749M + |Ci | bi ts

(13)

In the rewarding and content recovering phase, when finishing the corresponding works, the client vehicle sends packet N ,
MVc , σVc back to the last assistance vehicle Va N−1 . After
verifying the validity of packet N , the Va N−1 can submit
packet N , MVc , σVc to the TA for clearance in the future. The
total size of the messages is
S5 = 6394 + 1498M + 2|Ci | bi ts

(14)

From Equations (10)-(14), i.e., S1 -S5 , the packet size
(i.e., control packets are added to ensure the security and
support the cooperative downloading credit) only depends on
the file size and transmission hops, and will not increase with
the number of signature since we have applied the aggregating
CL-signature technique, which significantly reduces the whole
communication overhead. The communication overhead during the cooperative packet forwarding phase is shown in Fig. 5.
B. Analysis of Incentive Mechanism
We analyze several factors that might influence the effect
of incentive mechanism.
1) Reputation Rating: According to the IV-B and IV-D,
we can obtain the R E Pt − and R E Pt + , respectively. For
R E Pt − , we can conclude that: 1) The larger λ is, the quicker
the reputation value R E Pt− decreases. 2) Because R E Pt −
is calculated only when Num br > T H R , the smaller T H R
is, the calculation of the reputation value is more frequent.
Accordingly, the R E Pt− decreases more quickly. 3) The
greater Num br is, the R E Pt− also decreases more quickly.
We can flexibly develop our reputation rating mechanism by
adjusting the T H R and λ.
For R E Pt + , the larger λ is, the quicker the reputation value
R E Pt+ decreases. Therefore, assistance vehicles must keep
and increase their reputation values constantly. We can find
that, by adopting our reputation system, a vehicle should try
to avoid obtaining too much bad reviews since that would
lead him into the blacklist. Conversely, a vehicle can obtain
the enough reputation value only by providing a large number
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Fig. 7. Map of the simulation scenario: District of Columbia. (a) Map of
District of Columbia. (b) Simulation area under consideration.

Fig. 6.
The changing tendency of the reputation value. (a) R E Pt− .
+
(b) R E Pt .

of forwarding services. Hence, our proposed incentive mechanism is effective. The changing tendency of the reputation
value is shown in Fig. 6.
2) Single-Copy Forwarding vs. Muti-Copy Forwarding:
The number of copies of the packet Ncp would influence the
download success rate. By sending the multiple copies of one
packet by different paths, the reliability of packet delivery can
be enhanced. Obviously, when some incentives are provided,
the more the number of copies of packet are, the higher
the reliability of the packet delivery is; however, because the
capacity of the whole network is limited, the excessive copies
would degrade the performance of the network. The further
evaluation is performed in the following section.
C. Simulation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed SIRC during the cooperative packet forwarding by
using the Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks Mobility Simulator
(VanetMobiSim) [41], [42]. The performance metrics used in
the evaluation are: i) the success download rate, which is
the number of the packets of the downloaded file that are
successfully delivered to the client vehicle within a given time
period; 2) the average download delay, 5 which is defined as
5 In this simulation, the average download delay actually equals average forwarding delay since we have assumed that all packets have been downloaded,
and the download performance evaluation is out of scope of this paper.

the duration between the moment that the first packet is sent
out by the proxy vehicle and the time that the final packet is
received by the client vehicle. Both the success download rate
and average download delay can be used to examine the ability
of the proposed SIRC scheme with some incentive strategy
to deliver the packets to the client vehicle within a specified
period.
1) Simulation Setup: The spatial environment is initialized
from the real geographic data source TIGER (Topologically
Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) [43], which
is created by the United States Census Bureau. The TIGER
data of District of Columbia is unitized as the simulation
scenario in our paper, as shown in Fig. 7. We specify the
multi-lane roads to model highways and therefore generate
the multi-lane highway starting from one border and ending
on a different border by using the Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm. In addition, we simulate all vehicle’s motion using
the Intelligent Driver Model with Lane Changing (IDM_LC)
Model [44].
Because in the drive-thru Internet, a single vehicle can only
download around 9 MB file per drive-thru, the different file
sizes are needed to be downloaded by different number of
proxy vehicles. When each proxy vehicle has downloaded
the corresponding packet of the file, it sends out this packet
with the incentive when it meets the next vehicle within the
efficient communication range. In our simulation, each vehicle
is randomly assigned a selfish factor β. If that vehicle is
willing to help to forward the packet, it becomes the assistance
vehicle. The assistance vehicle performs the same procedure
when it meets another vehicle until all packets are successfully
delivered to the client vehicle.
The detailed parameter settings are summarized in Table IV.
In the following, we run the simulations with different parameter settings, including different number of vehicles, file
sizes, selfish factors, incentives and number of copies of one
packet. For each case, we run the simulation 100 times, and
the average success download rate and average download delay
are reported.
2) Simulation Results: The main goal of the SIRC is to
provide reliable packet downloading for the client vehicle.
Reliable packet downloading indicates eventually, all downloaded packets should be delivered the client vehicle successfully. Because in the drive-thru Internet, a single vehicle can
only download around 9 MB file per drive-thru, when the file
size is 45 MB, the file should be divided to 45/9=5 packets.
Accordingly, 5 proxy vehicles are needed to cooperatively
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Fig. 9. Download performance for vehicle’s ID = 100, when number of
vehicles=100. (a) The average download delay. (b) The arrival time of the
final packet.

Fig. 8. The download performance for vehicle’s ID = 50, when number of
vehicles=50. (a) The average download delay. (b) The arrival time of the final
packet.

download the file. Similarly, when the file size is 180 MB,
the file should be divided to 180/9=20 packets, and 20 proxy
vehicles are needed to cooperatively download the file.
An important index to evaluate the performance of SIRC
is the average download delay. That is to say, all the packets
should not only be delivered to the client vehicle successfully,
but also with the minimum delay. In addition, different from
other packet delivery scenarios, the more packets are delivered
to the client vehicle successfully, and more likely the client
vehicle can recover the file content. Therefore, we also analyze
the arrival time of the final packet in several cases. To do so,
we choose two users, i.e., vehicle’s ID = 50 when the number
of vehicles is 50, and vehicle’s ID = 100 when the number
of vehicles is 100. The detailed analysis of these two users
on the average download delay and the arrival time of the
final packet are given. From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, we can clearly
see that in all situations, when the incentive reaches to 90%,
and the number of copies is 2, the average download delay is
minimum. We also can observe that except the last two cases,
i.e., Ps = 90% and Ncp = 1, and Ps = 90% and Ncp = 2; in
other cases of different number of vehicles and file size, either
the arrival time of the final packet is long or the packets are
delivered unsuccessfully. Only when Ps = 90% and Ncp = 2,
the arrival time of the final packet is less than that of other
cases.
To further evaluate the download delay, we plot Fig. 10
according to the results by running the simulation 100 times.

Fig. 10.
Average download delay. (a) File size=45 MB, Number of
vehicles=50. (b) File size=180 MB, Number of vehicles=50. (c) File
size=45 MB, Number of vehicles=100. (d) File size=180 MB, Number of
vehicles=100.

Fig. 10 shows the average download delay of SIRC in several
different cases. We can observe that the average download
delay reduces drastically with the increase of the Ps , which
indicates that the high incentive can result in low download
delay. Moreover, we can find that the average download delay
when Ncp equals 2 are smaller than the case that Ncp equals 1,
especially when the high incentive is applied. Therefore, we
can conclude that the proposed SIRC scheme with the high
incentive and the multi-copy forwarding is most effective in
terms of the download delay.
Similarly, to evaluate the download success rate, we plot
Fig. 11 according to the results by running the simulation
100 times. From Fig. 11, we can clearly see that the average
download success rate rises significantly with the increase
of the Ps , which indicates that the high incentive can result
in high download success rate. Furthermore, we can observe
that the download success rate when Ncp equals 2 are larger
than the case that Ncp equals 1, especially when the high
incentive is applied. Therefore, we can also conclude that the
proposed SIRC scheme with the high incentive and the multicopy forwarding is most effective in terms of the download
success rate.
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Fig. 11. Average download success rate. (a) File size=45 MB, Number
of vehicles=50. (b) File size=180 MB, Number of vehicles=50. (c) File
size=45 MB, Number of vehicles=100. (d) File size=180 MB, Number of
vehicles=100.

Fig. 12. Average download efficiency. (a) The number of vehicles=50.
(b) The number of vehicles=100.

In reality, the client vehicle probably exits the highway
after a period of time; therefore the packets would not be
delivered to the client vehicle completely. If the client vehicle
cannot receive all packets, it may not recover the file content
successfully. Therefore, all the packets should be delivered to
the client vehicle as soon as possible in case the client vehicle
leaves from the highway at any time. Therefore, we define the
average download efficiency (ADE) as
AD E =

Aver age download success r ate
Aver age download delay

(15)

The greater ADE indicates that more packets can be delivered to the client vehicle within minimum delay. We further plot Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b) to analyze the
average download efficiency on different conditions. From
Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b), we can observe two facts: 1) When
same incentives are applied, the average download efficiency
of the 2-copy case is better than that of the 1-copy case;
2) when forwarding the same number of packet copies, the
more the incentive is applied, the higher the average download
efficiency is. Especially, when the high incentive and the multicopy forwarding are adopted at the same time, the average
download efficiency is far better than that of other cases.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a secure incentive
scheme (SIRC) to reliably, fairly and securely achieve
the cooperative downloading in VANETs. By adopting the
“virtual checks” and partial prepayment strategy, the proposed SIRC scheme can achieve the fairness among vehicle
users and minimize the payment risk of the client vehicle.
In addition, we have proposed a multi-path forwarding scheme
with reputation-based incentive to further enhance the reliability. Security analysis has shown that SIRC can resist
various attacks launched by selfish vehicle users, including
injection/removing attack, free riding attack, DoS attacks.
Moreover, the privacy of the client vehicle can be preserved.
Extensive simulation results have demonstrated that SIRC
achieves the higher download success rate but lower average
download delay when simultaneously applying the high incentive and muti-path forwarding. For our future work, we will
integrate SIRC with anonymity and carry out experiments in
the testing platforms to further verify the effectiveness of the
proposed SIRC scheme.
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